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From the Chancellor’s desk: Welcome home

PHOTO BY: THOMAS GRANING

Dear Students,

Welcome to the 167th academic year for The University
of Mississippi, the state’s flagship university. Whether you
are a returning student or new
to campus, we are delighted to
have you here! On behalf of the
faculty, staff and alumni, thank
you for choosing to be a part of
the Ole Miss family.
This university has a proud
tradition and great momentum
for the future. Our academic
reputation continues to grow,
enthusiasm is soaring for the
upcoming football season and

although official counts won’t be
complete for a couple of weeks,
we are certain you are part of
our largest student body ever.
But growth – particularly that
as rapid as we have experienced
in recent years – brings challenges, including a few inconveniences. Construction fences
and equipment in several areas
of campus have blocked off old
routes and may require us to
find new ways to class or work.
Parking spaces may be harder
to find as we work to expand
our infrastructure to accommodate ever-growing numbers of
students, employees and visi-

tors. Please allow a little extra
time to get from place to place
and be patient as we build for
the future. I also encourage you
to use public transportation as
much as possible to help relieve
the congestion on our streets.
As you go through this academic year, don’t settle for simply attending classes and doing
the minimum to get by. Our academic environment and unique
community offer many options
to transform your life through
the collegiate experience, research and travel opportunities,
and countless ways to serve others. Get involved in this com-

munity and make a difference in
the lives of others. Not only will
you make a positive impact, but
you’ll be richly rewarded with a
changed perspective on life.
Your time here will be filled
with exceptional moments, from
building lifelong friendships to
taking a class that sparks an interest and sends your life down
a whole new path. Your success
matters to us. Please get to know
your teachers and the dedicated
staff members and administrators across campus. We will do
all we can to help you grow and
achieve your goals.
Finally, I urge you to incorpo-
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rate the core values of the UM
Creed into your daily life and
truly embrace the spirit of this
university. The Ole Miss spirit
is about caring for one another
as family; hence, we refer to our
campus community as the “Ole
Miss family.”
Welcome to the family, and
best wishes for the coming year!
Daniel W. Jones, M.D.
Chancellor

The University of Mississippi
Luckyday Program

would like to thank the following sponsors of the 2014 Luckyday Retreat:
Back Yard Burgers

The Nail Shop

Bim Bam Burgers

Office of the Chancellor

Castrol Premium Lube

Office of the Dean of Students

Chili’s

Office of Financial Aid

Department of Campus Recreation

Office of Orientation and Enrollment Services

Department of Student Housing

Office of the Provost

DipStix

Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

The Frame Up

Old Venice Pizza Co.

Gateway Tire

Oxford Printwear

Home Depot

Paint & Pen

The J.E. Neilson Co.

Rebel Bookstore

La Mystique Salon

Rice and Spice

My Favorite Shoes

South Depot Taco Shop
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A welcome from ASB President Davis Rogers
Ole Miss Rebels,
It is with great pleasure and
pride that I am able to welcome
everyone to the new academic
year. Whether you are a returning student or a freshman, I am
sure you are just as excited as I
am at what the upcoming semesters have in store here at Ole Miss.
We are all so fortunate to attend a
place like the University of Mississippi where we can look forward
to each fall.
To our incoming students, you
will remember what I told you at
orientation: your freshman year
could not come at a more exciting time. We can all agree that the
University of Mississippi is gaining a reputation for being one of
the best places to attend college
in the entire country. Simply take
a look at our academic programs,
student body and athletic programs, and you will see that this
is true.
The freshman class will also
recall the challenges that face our
campus as a result of recent events
during the past year. The actions
of a few individuals on this campus have hurt and offended members of our family - students that

should be welcomed and feel safe
as they spend their time at this
university. In recognition of this,
student and administrative leadership have dedicated themselves
to not only making sure that each
student here is welcome, but also
appreciated as a valuable member
of our community.
With this in mind, I have committed my term to making this a
reality. Over the next academic
year, Associated Student Body
leaders including myself will dedicate their time to making sure we
provide an outlet for voices and
concerns to be heard. Leaders in
the executive branch such as Vice
President Emerson George and I
have made it our duty to be available to any and all students at a
moment’s notice. If you ever have
a problem or an idea, or just want
to find a way to get involved on
campus, our offices on the third
floor of the Student Union will be
open as a safe place to sit down
and talk with one of us. If we are in
class or otherwise unavailable, our
contact information can be found
on the ASB website.
This fall, the ASB will be teaming up with the Student Activities
Association to put on two univer-

No Appointment Needed
Walk-ins Welcome.
Open Every Day
8am-7pm
Sick? Injured?
We’re here to help!

Our emergency room trained staff is
equipped to handle your illnesses & injuries.

Over 90% of all
Insurance Plans accepted!

sity-wide events aimed at getting
students involved, while simultaneously promoting a more inclusive environment for our campus. Together, we will be hosting
the second-annual Creed Week,
which is a week filled with events
to reaffirm the campus’ commitment to the University of Mississippi Creed. This event was started last year by President Gregory
Alston, and culminated with university leadership and thousands
of students signing a copy of our
university creed. In addition, we
will be hosting the inaugural Rebel Day, which returning students
may remember as a key part of
my campaign platform. This event
will be held in the Grove, and is
designed to give students an opportunity to interact with and
learn about every student organization that Ole Miss has to offer.
Of course, the challenges we
face are more than any student
organization or I can solve on our
own. More important than student leaders or the events we host
are the actions of every individual
on this campus. This campus is
truly enriched by the involvement
of its students, and that is why
our goal as an organization is to
make sure every student has an
opportunity to share what he or
she has to offer to this community. Without the involvement of
students like yourselves, our work
can never be accomplished, and
our goals will never be realized.
On behalf of the entirety of ASB,
I hope your next year on campus
is the best that it can possibly be. I
look forward to working with each
and every one of you to make the
University of Mississippi an even
greater place.
Hotty Toddy,

You only pay a co-pay
when you visit!

Davis Rogers, ASB President

662.236.2232

1929 University Ave.
OxfordUrgentClinic.com
30361
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Smith
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Citizen
Cope 9/23
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David
Nail

9/11

Jason Isbell

JRoddy

Lettuce & Gramatik
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10/22
Brand New

10/29

Drive-by Truckers

Granger
Smith 10/30
662.234.5333 • 1006 Van Buren Ave. • Box Office Hours Wed-Fri 12-5
30343
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Oxford Theater
ASHTON DAWES

aedawes@go.olemiss.edu

Oxford has a culture deeply
rooted in the arts. Bands play
in various locations throughout any given week and the
Square is home to one of the
many art galleries in the area.
Also steeped into the culture
of Oxford is the performing
arts: theater.
There are four theater venues and companies in Oxford:
the Lyric, Theatre Oxford, Ole
Miss Theatre and Ghostlight
Repertory Theatre.
Although The Lyric is not
exclusive to theater, it does
house a beautiful stage where
many artists come to perform,
hosts social gatherings and
shows the ever-important Ole
Miss football games.
Theatre Oxford is a community theater company. They often put up shows in the Powerhouse Community Art Center
on the corner of Jackson Avenue and South 14th Street. The
company has already posted
its season online at theatreoxford.com along with audition
information for the public.
The company’s recent show,
“Harvey,” ran Aug. 20 through
Aug. 24. It will be followed by
a Ten Minute Play Festival in
October and a production of
“The Christmas Carol” in December for the holidays.
Ole Miss Theatre is run by
the Theatre Department at Ole
Miss and headed by department chair Renee Pulliam. All
four of this year’s shows can be
expected to be well-done with
the potential to promote audience members to fully engaged
participants in the show. This
fall semester Ole Miss Theatre
is proud to present a show titled “We Are Proud to Present a
Presentation About the Herero
of Namibia, Formerly Known
as West Africa, From the German Sudwestafrika, Between
the Years 1884-1915,” directed
by David Reed. For short, the
show will simply be known as
“We Are Proud to Present.”
The musical that will be shown
first semester is “The Mystery
of Edwin Drood,” directed by
Amanda Wansa Morgan who
some may recognize from last
semester’s “Marisol.”
Usually the company only
puts up one musical per year,
so anticipation for this year’s
shows is running high among
the students and faculty within the department. More information about show times can
be found at theatre.olemiss.
edu.
Last but certainly not least
is the student-run theater
company known as Ghostlight
Repertory Theatre. This year
the new artistic director, student Rachel Whitehorn, is ex-

cited to present quality shows
produced and performed by
students for other students to
enjoy.
One of the student directors, Zach Duane agreed with
Whitehorn.
“It’s really a chance for us to
show what we can do,” Duane
said.
He is currently deep in preparation to take on the role of
director for the first time with
the company. Information
about Ghostlight Repertory
Theatre can be found on their
website at ghostlightrep.org.
As the school year kicks off,
be sure to take a break every so
often by going out to see a production by one of the theater
companies in Oxford. The performing arts are a part of the
culture here, and every single
one of these companies is happy to celebrate that with their
audiences during this upcoming season.

PHOTO COURTESY OF OLE MISS THEATRE

Learning
adventures
across the
USA
Study USA combines travel with the leadership of
an inspirational University of Mississippi professor
for a unique credit-bearing experience. Join other
enthusiastic classmates in the study of journalism,
biology, philosophy, geology and hospitality management, among others, in exciting locations such
as New Orleans, Miami, DC, Santa Fe, and Las
Vegas. Study USA classes are typically offered
during intersession terms and are as diverse as our
faculty. Each intersession offers new and exciting
opportunities as well as proven student favorites.
Apply early–enrollment is limited!

Wintersession Study USA:
• classes announced on Sept. 15
• applications due on Nov. 5

Study USA

with The University of Mississippi

For information about Study USA or the application process,
contact Study USA Program Director, Laura Antonow
at (662) 915-6511, email: studyusa@olemiss.edu or
visit:
30347

www.olemiss.edu/study_usa

30346
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Oxford Oddities

AUDREY HALL

Alhall3@go.olemiss.edu

FILE PHOTO (THOMAS GRANING)

Festival goers pack the Square during the Double Decker Arts Festival.

Please Visit Us
for All of Your Jewelry Needs!

Back to School Special

20% OFF
MASSAGES

• Jewelry Repair
• Watch Battery Installations
• Engagement Rings & Wedding Bands
• Fine Diamond & Gemstone Jewelry
• Pearls
• Fashion Jewelry
• Silver & Pewter Gifts ~ Engraving Available

Valid Tuesday, August 26, 2014 to
Saturday, August 30, 2014
Call 662.234.2445 or
Visit Us on Facebook
to Book Your Massage Today!

NORTH LAMAR PLAZA
1126 N. LAMAR BLVD.
OXFORD, MS
662.234.2777

1529 University Avenue
May not be combined with any other offer.

www.lammonsfinejewelry.com

30362

30360

With the end of summer, it’s
time to head back into the swing
of things in Oxford. Oxford offers an abundance of events that
could fit any inclination. Events
like the Science Café, Vinyl
Night and Thacker Mountain
Radio are some of the few kicking off this semester.
The Science Café is a program
that promotes conversation
about science in a rather familial
setting. This August, the topic of
choice is how old plant remedies
can bring new insight into the
modern world of science and
health.
“This is our fourth season and
we hope this year’s talks will
be as informative and inspiring
as the talks we had in the past
seasons,” Science Café Director
Marco Cavaglià said. “We are
very pleased to start the semester with a talk by the director of
the National Center for Natural
Products Research, Dr. Larry
Walker, on ‘Plants as Medicines:
New Insights on Old Remedies.’
Dr. Walker will explain how
plant-derived products may be
used for new therapeutics.”
Cups coffee shop and Oxford’s
The End Of All Music will present a Vinyl Night event on the
second Tuesday of every month.
Cups will play their own records
as well as any their guests might
bring.
“It’s a very low key event,” said
David Swider, co-owner of The
End of All Music. “We wanted to
mix it up a little instead of spinning records in a loud place like
a bar. We also encourage people
to bring their own records to
play.”
Anyone who buys a drink or
pastry on Vinyl Night can bring
their receipt back the next day
for 15 percent off their purchase.
Looking for something outdoorsy and exciting? Geocaching may be the perfect activity
for the weekend. Geocaching is a
type of treasure hunt led by GPS
devices and a special application
for your cell phone. Different
places all over the world hide
hidden geocaches; inside which
can be special items or even just
a list of who all has found it be-

SEE OXFORD ODDITIES PAGE 8

Your Off-Campus Bookstore and
Rental Headquarters

Lowest textbook prices in Rebel Country!
Ask about deferred payments.

Ole Miss
Express
Accepted

REBEL BOOKSTORE

818 Jackson Avenue • Downtown Oxford
Across from St. Peter’s Church

662.234.2903

30389
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MINOR HALL
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continued from page 6

fore you. Searchers are encouraged to take something and
leave something, creating a fun
little game that connects people
while getting them out of their
dorms and away from television and computer screens. To
play, you’re tasked with using
an online account, a GPS, and
coordinates to find a geocache
and sign it. This worldwide
treasure hunt has 2,465,493
geocaches and six million geocachers. There are over 50 geocaches to be found in Oxford
and Lafayette County.
Oxford City Market is open
every Tuesday of the month
from 3 - 6:30 p.m. on 2650
West Oxford Loop. The Oxford
City Market is a local farmers’
market with a distinct core mission to expand the reach of lo-

PHOTO BY: CLARA TURNAGE

Disk jockey David Swifter shows Buki Alabi one of the records played at vinyl night at Cups.
cal farms and local food to more
households in our community.
To succeed in fulfilling that mission, they require many volunteers too — both to help them
run an inviting and well-organized marketplace on Tuesdays
and to develop well-placed outreach and partnerships.
“We have a long list of things
we’d like to achieve, but also
celebrate the milestones we’ve
achieved in two short years —
none of which would be possible
without the help of many Ole
Miss and Delta State students
who have generously given of
their time,” Oxford City Market
Director Katie Morrison said. So
if you’re looking for volunteer
hours, here’s a local event with a
good cause in mind. Or, if you’re
just looking for good vegetables,
Oxford City Market is for you,
too.
Music in the Hall aspires to
be a “mix of ‘Austin City Limits’ meets ‘Tiny Desk Concerts’
meets ‘Daytrotter’ meets ‘La
Blogotheque’ meets ‘Thacker
Mountain Radio.’” They are a
live music video series, with examples of this art form appearing on their website.
Another indoor event is La-

30870

mar Lounge Movie Night, a cinema night with drink and popcorn specials, all beginning at
9:30 p.m. at 1309 North Lamar.
Lamar Lounge Movie Night’s
August schedule will feature
“Old School” on the 27.
One of the biggest events Oxford hosts each year is the Double Decker Arts Festival. Each
year hundreds of artists flock to
Oxford to set up booths in the
Square for a full day of food,
music, and fun. Vendors set up
their own booths full of fresh
and exciting foods. A recent
change in requirements asked
all food vendors to include some
form of locally grown food in
their menus, creating a diverse
array of options. A stage is constructed and local and national
bands come to play for the
crowds as they mingle between
the booths. Among activities are
Best-Dressed-Pet-Contests,
a
10k Double Decker Run and a
double decker bus roving about
giving tours and a high rise view
of the festival.
Another Oxford local event
that should be familiar to everyone is Thacker Mountain.
It’s Oxford’s love ballad to all
kinds of art. Thacker Mountain
Radio Show’s goal is to create
conversation in an atmosphere
that engages and revives. Last
year, show producer Kathryn McGaw’s said, “When our
guest stars and audience connect, when everything hangs together. People leave changed in
some way and that’s a beautiful
thing to see happen.”
Thacker Mountain’s next live
show will be on Thursday, Sept.
4. at 6 p.m. at Nutt Auditorium.
Karen Abbott, author of “Liar,
Temptress, Soldier, Spy: Four
Women Undercover in the Civil
War,” will be featured, as will
classical pianist Bruce Levingston and musician Silas Reed ‘N
Da Books. A full list of Thacker
Mountain performances can be
found on their website.
Oxford has something for
everyone, so take the time to
get to know the town. There is
something odd and interesting
around every corner.

30399

OXFORD ODDITIES
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lexington
p
ointe
apartments
2000 Lexington Pointe Dr., Oxford, MS 38655
• 662-281-0402 •

• 1, 2, and 3 Bedroom Apartments
• Sparkling Swimming Pool
• Fitness Center, Tennis Court, and
Tanning Bed
• Pet Friendly
• Washer and Dryer in Every unit
• Free Covered Parking
• Cable and Internet Included
• Outdoor Grilling Area
• Newly Upgraded

www.liveatlexingonpointeapts.com

•

lexingtonpointe@heritageproperties.com
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SAMANTHA ABERNATHY
slaberna@go.olemiss.edu

The amount of art that is
in Oxford should not go unnoticed. There are five thriving galleries in Oxford or just
a short drive away in Taylorsville. These are the spots that
all citizens, visitors and all
others should come and visit
while they are in Oxford:
UM Art Museum is a part
of Ole Miss campus. With exciting exhibits showing daily,
this museum is definitely one
to see. Located between the
university and the Square, the
UM Art Museum is the perfect
place to stop when walking
from the Square to campus.
The newest exhibit is titled
“Bloomingdale’s
Fashion
Show.” It showcases one-ofa-kind football helmets that
were designed by famous fashion designers for an auction to
benefit the NFL Foundation.
30342

“There were three helmets
that we made a bid on and
won,” said Rebecca Phillips,
the membership, events and
communications coordinator
of the UM Art Museum.
The UM Art Museum has
many collections that attract
attention. This includes Southern Folk Art and Greek and
Roman antiquities. These collections and the special exhibits that the museum host much
of the Southern history that
Oxford itself exemplified.
“We get a very good amount
of student interaction from
the school and from visitors
and locals and with activities
such as art and poetry classes,
among other things, we believe
that interaction can only get
better,” Phillips said.
Southside Art Gallery is located on the Square beside Old
Venice Pizza. This art gallery
gives Oxford its own gallery
that brings a sense of a great
presence to the town. This gal-

lery features work by regional,
national and international artists. The gallery also hosts a
lecture series and receptions.
The Southside Gallery has
been in Oxford for 21 years
and has hosted many popular
exhibits.
Their most recent exhibit
was “Fresh Paint: Painting the
Mississippi Landscape.” It began in May and ended in June
and is a collection of plain air
landscape paintings painted
by Ole Miss students picked by
local artist and professor, Phillip Jackson. This collection
also included pieces by David
Campbell, artist in residence
at Ole Miss.
The Southside Gallery has
firmly cemented its niche in
the Oxford neighborhood and
is loved and enjoyed by students, locals and visitors.
Yoknapatawpha Arts Council “provides 320 days of art
for the Oxford and Lafayette
counties,” Stacy Stanford, the
Outreach and Education Coordinator said. The Yoknapatawpha Arts Council provides
art classes, dances classes and
summer fest.
“We are essentially the
mothership to approximately
20 organizations in the area,”
Stanford said.
This arts council is dedicated
to making sure that providing
the Oxford and surrounding
county its fair dose of art and

SEE OX - ART PAGE 12

Back Rebels!
The Retreat is Oxford’s exclusive cottage style community. With our convenient inclusive rent
packages, unbeatable resort-style amenities package and great location, we have everything a
University of Mississippi student needs, wants and more—ALL RIGHT HERE.

Now you can apply and sign your lease online today!
RetreatAtOxford.com
2405 Anderson Road | Oxford, MS 38655 | 662.550.2003
30317
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2015 Graduates,
The time is near.

commencement.olemiss.edu

Commencement: May 9, 2015
Apply to graduate by December. You may locate your intent to
graduate form through your respective school’s website
or through your academic adviser.
Pricing for commencement materials will be available in January 2015.
Visit the commencement website: commencement.olemiss.edu
for more information on how to prepare for the big day!

University & Public Events

cswallac@olemiss.edu

(662) 915-5203
30254
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OX-ART

continued from page 10
show its wonder. They are now
ending their Summer Fest of
82 events in 32 hours of artistic entertainment and are
gearing up for their traditional
Art Crawl, which is a free tour
on the double decker buses of
the art spaces around town.
“We are always looking for
more volunteers and citizens
and students are more than
welcome to volunteer. Our
volunteers always have fun,”
Stanford said.
Taylor Arts Gallery is a family-owned gallery in Taylor. In
the disguise of a house, this
gallery is home to some popular hand carved furniture and
handmade jewelry made by
Marc Deloach and Christine
Schultz. This gallery is special
because both Mississippi residents have personal connections with their customers.
“We’ve been around for a
long time and Taylor’s an attractive place for artists,” Deloach said.
They work and sell their
unique pieces on their property on which they also live.
This seemingly provides their

FILE PHOTO (GIANA LEONE)

customers with a “stronger inclination to buy.”
Unlike the traditional gallery, Taylor Arts Gallery does
not have collections that art
typical of the average art gallery. They make pieces that
they want and put them on
display. Customers have the
option to buy them or just to
look. This gallery also makes
custom pieces by request for
their customers.

“There is always something
new,” Deloach said.
Gallery 130 in Meek Hall is
a great gallery filled with Ole
Miss student work. This gallery is on campus and easily accessible for students and
visitors. With works such as
sculptures, paintings and ceramics, this gallery is a mustsee.
This gallery is a great way
for visitors and other stu-

dents to interact with talented
students and teachers alike.
Every exhibit at this gallery
showcases another artistic
facet of the Ole Miss campus
and community.
“I’ve visited this gallery, and
it is really impressive,” Ole
Miss student Maricia Echols
said. “I highly suggest that
more students come and see
it because it can be just as impressive as the Grove. At least,

I think so.”
Oxford Treehouse Gallery
is a unique space that can be
considered an absolute delight. What once started out
as a blacksmith shop soon became a treehouse and a space
filled with artistic work.
This gallery belongs to Walter and Vivian Neil and was
formerly known as the Neil
Studios. The artistic couple
actually used to live within the
studio while their house was
under construction. However,
it recently became the Oxford
Treehouse Gallery on April 18.
This revamped gallery is another must-see because not
only does it have art but it is
also literally a treehouse. Walter and Vivian Neil host parties, receptions, workshops
and meetings for parties of up
to 75 people at this unique art
venue.
Oxford is known for its parties, Groving and tailgating,
but that’s not all there is. Go
and explore the real Oxford,
outside of shady trees and
game-time tents. It’s a beautiful, multifaceted place.

We can HELP SOLVE
all your TECH needs

Lowest Price Textbooks

Large Selection
School & Art Supplies

• Free diagnosis and upfront pricing
• iPhone repair while you wait
• Power cords for Apple and PC
Products in stock
• Laptop Repair - All makes and all
models

Voted Oxford’s
BEST Computer
Shop 6 Years in a
Row

Visit us!

campusbookmart.com
7:30-8 Mon - Thur | 7:30-6 Fri | 9:30-5 Sat | 1-4 Sun
30366

1501 W Jackson Ave #111 | 662.236.5670 | Open: Mon-Fri 10am-7pm
Next door to Firehouse Subs

30326

30365
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JARED BOYD

Jlboyd3@go.olemiss.edu

A

ny newcomer or visitor to Oxford can tell
there is a whole lot
going on in this town. From
the famous Square to Rowan
Oak to the Grove on the gorgeous campus of Ole Miss,
Oxford is a pretty happening place. Whether in town
for just a weekend or for four
years of college, there are
quite a few locales that can
kickstart a tremendous evening. Be careful though; you
may end up wanting to stay
in Oxford for the rest of your
life.

AJAX DINER
Ajax Diner may be known for
its southern-style plate lunches
and homemade Bloody Marys,
but on many weekend nights
live bands can be found performing near the front of the
restaurant and bar. One of the
hottest spots on the Oxford
Square, Ajax transforms from
a down-home eatery to a juke
joint from day to night.

THE GERTRUDE
C. FORD CENTER
The Gertrude C. Ford Center is
The University of Mississippi’s
most prestigious arts center.
Situated right on campus, the
performing arts center opens
its doors for more than 150
events each year. From musical guests, lectures, campus
events, plays and Broadway
performances, the Ford Center
schedule is packed to the brim
with opportunities to experience a vast array of cultural
enrichment.

SWEET TEA
RECORDING
STUDIO
Owned by Dennis Herring,
Sweet Tea Recording Studio is
steeped in the history of modern music. The likes of Buddy
Guy, Counting Crows and Elvis
Costello have laid down popular tracks within the walls. If
you have aspirations to make
it big some day, it wouldn’t be
a bad idea to give them a call.
Maybe the luck of the legends
that have made the trip to Oxford to record in the 24-track
studio can rub off.

THE LYRIC
The Lyric is known for housing some of the most dynamic
musical performances and
parties each year in Oxford.
That’s not bad for a building
that was erected in the late
nineteenth century as a stable
for the Faulkner family. With
a large dance floor, three bars
and a balcony area, The Lyric
can serve as a unique destination for a fun time. A mix
of artists ranging from blues,
electronica, hip-hop and rock
take the stage on tour. This
fall will see Ca$h-Out, Que,
and Big Smo among the list
of performers. The hall can be
rented out for special events,
as well.

Get Your
Dorm Decor

Stop by Sugar Magnolia Antique Mall for your dorm decor.
Browse merchandise from more than 60 local merchants!

Make your mark at the dorm by stopping here!
OLD TOWN SQUARE

1919 University Ave

THE
THE COLOR
COLOR
EXPERTS
EXPERTS

234.6330

Hours: Monday-Saturday 10am-5:30pm

Sugar Magnolia welcomes
Sew Smocking Cute
in our UPSTAIRS booth!
Come by for CUTE clothing and accessories at amazing prices!
Founded in 1897, Phi Kappa Phi
is the nation’s oldest, largest, and
most selective honor society for
all academic disciplines on the
undergraduate and graduate level as
well as professional education.

1508 W Jackson Avenue Oxford 662 234 2803

30328

30319

Phi Kappa Phi’s mission is
“To recognize and promote
academic excellence in all
fields of higher education and
to engage the community of
scholars in service to others.”

The University of Mississippi
Chapter of the Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi
extends best wishes to all student scholars for this semester.

Membership in the Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi is earned and by invitation only. Invitations will be sent by email this week to eligible
students, and applications must be submitted online by Wednesday, September 17, 2014. The Fall Initiation Ceremony will be held at the
Ford Center on Sunday, October 5, 2014 at 3:00 pm.
The Ole Miss Chapter of Phi Kappa Phi wishes our returning scholars and future initiates great success this academic year!
30253
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PROUD LARRY’S
In 2013, Proud Larry’s was
included in the top ten of
Complex Magazine’s 25 Best
College Campus Bars.
Although Larry’s website boasts
the tagline “Come for the food.
Stay for the music,” the list of
world-renowned acts who have
stopped by the venue to play
on tour is enormous. Acts like
Modest Mouse and Drive-By
Truckers have played sets at
Proud Larry’s, along with local groups on the rise, such as
Holy Ghost Electric Show and
Bass Drum of Death. The bar’s
atmosphere facilitates an upclose-and personal, intimate
exchange between performers
and audience members. Upcoming shows this fall include
appearances from Young Buffalo and early-2000s pop sensation, Aaron Carter.

THE CORNER
The Corner Bar is one of the
best places for the 18+ crowd
to get a taste of Oxford nightlife. The massive expansion to
the facility includes an outdoor
patio where fresh air merges
with the fantastic indoor vibe.
Local artists perform right on
the floor of the bar, allowing
partiers to feel like a part of
the action.

IRIE
Irie is a seafood staple on the
Square, perfect for a romantic
evening, due to it’s subtle ambience. Although it is noted for
its touch of class, Irie comes
alive when bands play inside
during the weekends. It is a
common sight to walk past and
see a ton of couples dancing
the night away. Come on inside
and join the fanfare.

FUNKY’S
One of the better-kept secrets in town is Funky’s amazing pizza to compliment their
popular daiquiri blends. Located along the far end of the
Square’s infamous “alley,” it is
easy to find by the loud party
jams that blare from its open
doors.

ROUND TABLE
The Round Table is known
for its fair share of thrills. The
menu has a wide assortment
of options, such as the popular
Rebel Dip. Every weekend is a
party at Round Table, where
music and drinks flow all night
from their patio area.

LAMAR LOUNGE
Lamar Lounge specializes in a
barbecue menu that locals rave
about. The nightlife, however,
is where the lounge truly comes
to life. Built by Fat Possum Records, live music is a priority for
the bar. It’s the perfect place to
sit back and ease into the bluesinspired sights and sounds.

FRANK AND
MARLEE’S
Frank and Marlee’s wing specials and signature burger, Cowboy Killa, are known to bring
out large crowds. Frank and
Marlee’s is one of the best places
in town to watch the game with
a table full of buds, while listening to live local tunes.

THE BLIND PIG
Located underneath women’s
retail store Miss Behavin, The
Blind Pig is not hard to miss.
One trip down the stairs to
the pub makes for a rewarding evening. The bar boasts a
speakeasy feel that takes visitors
back to a time where bars were
the centers of American societies. While the kitchen is open,
The Pig turns out some delicious
sandwiches. In the later hours of
the night, however, it becomes a
great place to hang around, play
pool, throw darts or listen to
bands jam.

30359

Read the DM.

Share the DM.

Recycle the DM.

• REduce
• REuse
• REcycle
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E SSE NTIALS
MCKENNA WIERMAN

mckenna.wierman@yahoo.com

T

he Grove: arguably the biggest
and most legendary
tradition of The University of Mississippi itself,
a living entity all its own.
The Grove goes through
a colossal transformation
between Friday night and
Saturday’s game, tents and
walkways springing where
there was once only grass.
It’s something to behold.
Coming from Dallas, Texas, and having never attended a college football

game in my life, I woke up
a bit nervous on my first
Grove day. I had been told
over and over again about
Groving since my first visit
to the university, and was
a little worried it would
not quite live up to the expectations.
But, just as one must take
precautions and be prepared before diving into
the deep blue ocean to
explore the beauty of the
coral reefs, one must also
be as fully prepared to enter the Grove in order to
experience the wonder of
approximately 10 acres of

tailgating. After all, what
would be the point of exploring the Great Barrier
Reef if you didn’t even
have a scuba mask?
Rule One: Do not wear
high heels. I am speaking
from personal experience
here. Wearing high heels
is not only a terrible mistake, but sentences your
entire body to a world of
pain. Besides being killer
on your delicate little feet,
you will also find yourself
sinking slowly into the
Grove itself. I am almost
positive I saw a woman actually swallowed up by the

Grove last year during the
Texas A&M game, when
the Grove became mostly
mud following some heavy
rain. Besides that, walking
in the actual football stadium will be more like practice for strolling along the
shores of the Lake of Fire.
Cowboy boots (or cowgirl
boots) are always a cute
alternative, as are regular
boots, or flats. I would not
recommend sandals either, unless you would like
to ruin them forever. If you
really must wear a heel,
wedges will be your best
option. Just please, leave

30340

your platforms at home.
Rule Two: Water. Drink
it. It does not matter what
else you put in your body,
what other sort of liquids
you wish to consume,
whatever. Just keep a couple bottles of good ole H2O
handy, especially when
it’s hot. It’s hard to have
a good time on gameday
when you are sweaty and
dehydrated.
Rule Three: Have a plan
and don’t be shy. As much
fun as it is to wander
around in the seemingly
endless maze of tents and
tailgates in the Grove, it’s
even more fun to have a
little chair to rest your
feet after you’re done
doing all that wandering. Now, that’s not to
say you must already
have a tent all ready and
set up special awaiting
you at every game, but it
is good to have an idea
of what tents are where.
Chances are there could
a tent set up from your
own home town that
would be happy to welcome and share their
platter of chicken minis
with you. The Grove is
all about the Ole Miss
community coming together to cheer on our
team and share what we
have with each other.
Don’t be afraid to introduce yourself, meet
some new people, and
let yourself experience
that famous Southern
Hospitality. It’s a lot

Reserve Your PO Box Now!
We are the new official postal service
supplier for Ole Miss. Open your mailbox in
Crosby Hall and have continued convenient
campus access to your mail.

• 24 hour access
• Text/email updates for mail
• One stop location

Plus, see us for all your packing and shipping needs.

New
location
in Crosby
Hall

®

PACK IT • SHIP IT • MOVE IT • STORE IT

Your leader in logistics solutions

Open Mon-Fri 9 am - 6 pm, Sat 10 am - 2 pm • 662.915.2611 • www.pakmailolemiss.com
30364
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PHOTO BY: THOMAS GRANING

People wander the Grove before a football game between Ole Miss and Mississippi State.
more graceful than stuffing
your face with a handful of
cheese cubes you stole off a
platter at some tent you happened to pass by.
Rule Four: This rule is for
those fortunate and generous
souls who have tents. Food,
cold drinks (or hot ones, in
case there is another Polar
Vortex in store) and plenty
of chairs are all essential to
a happy Grove tent. Luxuries
like the giant plasma screen
TVs, fancy Persian rugs or
even lemonade fountains
are always appreciated, too.
And no proper gentleman of
Ole Miss would be caught
dead on a gameday without
a cooler of nice, icy cold beverages nearby, with plenty of
red and blue plastic cups to
share. As I mentioned before,
there is nothing good about a
thirsty Rebel.
Rule Five: Your phone.
Keep it on you, and keep it

charged. Grove service is notorious for being kind of awful, but that is no excuse for
letting your battery die. It’s
easy to get lost or separated
in the Grove, and having
your phone on you will save
you the time of awkwardly
staring into the face of every person you walk past as
you try and search for a lost
friend. Besides, what if you
need to take a picture of the
Walk of Champions?
Rule Six: Be there for the
Rebs. The Grove is pure bliss.
It is SEC football incarnate,
the living breathing body
of Ole Miss. Generations of
Rebels come together Saturday after Saturday, season
after season, year after year
to show their pride for their
favorite football team, and
to celebrate what it means
to be a Rebel, together. So
share what you’ve got with
your fellow Rebels. Laugh

with them, cheer with them,
toast with them, and when
someone yells “ARE YOU
READY?” yell right back at
them all together.
It’s football season, folks.
The Grove waiting for you,
nestled patiently in front
of the Student Union. It’s
survived hundreds of football games over the years,
through rain and shine, and
knows exactly how to handle what’s in store. For first
timers, your first game day
will be one you never forget.
And for those veterans of
The Grove, you know there
is nothing else like it on
this green Earth. The Grove
is ready to see some action.
Ladies and gentlemen of The
University of Mississippi, I
just have one question for
you: Are you ready?

30397

Ole Miss

Bookstore
Monday-Friday 7:30 am -5 pm
Saturday 12 - 5 pm

Pick up your Online
Textbook Orders &
Back to School

!

Supplies Today

30256
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Do’s and Don’ts of Ole Miss Fashion
BY KENYA ASHBY

kiashby@go.olemiss.edu

At Ole Miss, style does not
go unnoticed. Whether a student is casually walking to
class or stopping for a bite to
eat in the union, their attire is
sure to be observed by some
another student. So here are
some fashion dos and don’ts
to help students take their
wardrobe to the next level.

Fashion Do’s

ter, but will make the wearer
feel better, too. Oversized
clothes will only make a person look heavier, and too tight
clothes will not do too much
flattering to their figure either.
• DO have your own style.
Different is okay. Not being
afraid to try new things is very
important, and will help you
stand out – in a good way, of
course. Having the same style
does get old.

an outfit. Try adding a hat or
a scarf to an outfit to complete
the look.
• DO wear a variety of colors. Wearing the same color
schemes all the time does not
exactly make for a memorable
wardrobe.
• DO iron clothes. Wrinkly
clothes are not attractive and
make you look sloppy.

• DO make a statement with
at least one item of clothing.

• DO wear clothes that compliment the skin tone and
bring a glow to your skin.

• DO layer. Although it is
hot outside, layering can take
an outfit to another level, and
can make any “old” outfit look
brand new.

• DO wear clothes that fit
well. They not only look bet-

• DO accessorize. Accessories can either make or break

• DO shop smart. If an item
is out of your budget, do not

buy it. There are plenty of affordable, trendy items out
there that definitely will not
break the bank.
DO keep an umbrella
handy. With distant, limited
parking and lots of rainy days,
you’re going to need it!
DO match your accessories, but not too much!
These tips are sure to help
anyone having trouble sprucing up their wardrobe. These
rules aren’t universal, the
best thing to remember is to
be yourself and let your style
represent who you are.

Fashion
Don’ts
• DON’T wear Uggs in the
summertime, especially with
shorts. These two items definitely clash and make the
wearer of the clothing look as
if they are having a hard time
deciding between winter and
summer.
• DON’T wear oversized
shirts and Nike shorts ALL
the time. Sure, they are comfy, but dressing up every now
and then is nice, and it proves
that there was actually some
effort put into the outfit.
• DON’T wear socks with
sandals. It is probably super
comfy, but the look is just
plain tacky.
• DON’T wear too many
bold items at once. Choose
one item to center the look
around. Do not be too distracting with the attire.
• DON’T wear long-sleeved
shirts with shorts and sandals.
This kind of ties into what
was previously said about the
Uggs. Do not be summer and
winter at the same time. Pick
one and stick with it.
• DON’T wear Crocs. They
are so hideous, and honestly
they should have gone out of
style a long time ago.
• DON’T wear or not wear
something just because it’s in
style. Trying not to be mainstream is still letting society
dictate your wardrobe.
• DON’T break the bank
thinking that more expensive
items equal better quality.
This is not always true. Expensive articles of clothing
can wear and tear easily, too
• DON’T expose too much
skin. Showing a little skin is
okay, but do not go overboard.
• DON’T sag. It is tasteless,
and nobody wants to see another person’s behind.
• DON’T wear sunglasses at
night. This is definitely not
cool.
DON’t drink and wear
heels. Broken ankles are no
fun.
DON’t wear other schools
colors during game days.
Show School Spirit!

30393
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LACEY RUSSELL

MADDIE THEOBALD

CLARA TURNAGE

@laceyrussell1
Editor-in-Chief
If you were a Disney princess,
who would you be?

@MaddieTheobald
Design Editor
If you were a stalker, would you
be really good at it?

Merida, because I’m bold, and
if I had the chance to change
my fate, I definitely would.

Haha, duh. I have had to do it
all summer! #RushChairProbs
;)

Hide out in the nearest Krispy
Kreme. #doughnutsforever

THOMAS GRANING

ALLI MOORE

MAGGIE MCDANIEL

@tgraningphoto
Multimedia Editor
Do you want to build a snowman?

@allilmoore
Design Editor
If you were a dessert, what
would you be?

No. Just no.
(Editor’s Note: Okay, bye.)

I would be Funfetti cake with
vanilla icing, because I seem
sweet and straightforward but
then you get to know me.

@clary95tee
Lifestyles Editor
If you were caught in a zombie
apocalypse, what would you
do?

DYLAN RUBINO

@Drubino11
Sports Editor
What TV show describes your
life?
Entourage. I roll deep with
my clique and live life like a
celebrity.

SARAH PARRISH

@maggiehope95
News Editor
If you were in The Hunger
Games, how would you
survive?

In the great debate between
nutty, chunky and smooth peanut butter, I’m team smooth
(specifically in Reese’s form).

MACKENZIE HICKS

Managing Editor
If you could travel in time to
which time period
would you go?

Play dead and hope the odds
will be in my favor. No one’s
going to kill someone that’s
already dead.

KYLIE MCFADDEN

Assistant News Editor
Nutty, chunky, or smooth?

All of them? As many as possible as long as I still possess
this ability to time travel.

@MackenzieHearts
Copy Chief
You’re a new addition to the
crayon box, what color would
you be and why?
Fashionista Fuchsia because
Elle Woods had it right:
shopping and wearing your
signature color (pink) makes
your life so much happier!

LOGAN KIRKLAND

@captainkirk_
News Editor
What do you think of garden gnomes?
Garden gnomes and I have a love/hate relationship. I love them
because I am finally taller than something and hate them because
they are very mischievous for spelling their name like that.

SIERRA MANNIE

CADY HERRING

@SKEEerra
Opinion Editor
What’s your best pick up line?

@Cadddyherrring
Photography Editor
Do you believe in Big-Foot?

“I do if your anaconda don’t.”

I do not believe in Big Foot — I
think it’s ridiculous.

Veda L. Wrenn
662.832.2144
Offering massages, facials and waxes
Gift Certificates Available
30323

Welcome Back Ole Miss
Students, Faculty & Staff!

OIL, LUBE &
FILTER

$

2699

Includes:
• Lube (where applicable) • New oil filter installed
• up to 5 quarts synthetic blend oil
Most vehicles. No other discounts apply. Vehicles requiring synthetic or
diesel oil & filter may be extra. Environmental disposal fee may apply in
some areas. Additional charge for shop supplies may be added.
Offer ends 10/31/14.
Offer valid for customers possessing a valid Ole Miss I.D.

UNIVERSITY
TIRE & AUTO
Your Complete Auto Care Center

1434 University Ave.

10% OFF
Any service
work over
$15000
Offer ends 10/31/14.
Maximum discount of $5000

662-234-5721
30398
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